
ERIS COMPETITION

HITRUST Certification No HITRUST Certifications

Offers real-time network Lack of Real Time Notifications

Highly secure internet transport Charge extra for security

Full-scale defense with multi-level encryption, transport and 
message level encryption using elliptic curve  
cryptography (ECC)

Standard SSL - no message level encryption

Uses time-division multiplex (TDM) Mix of TDM and FoIP

Uses classless inter-domain routing (CIDR) restriction rules FIFO (First in First Out)

All NA data centers are PCI-Level 1 certified and do not 
charge extra for certifications

Lack of certified data centers

Content destroyed as delivered using the FIPS 140-2 deletion 
as etherFAX ONLY preserves the call record details

Limited visibility, confirmation delivered after job completion

etherFAX continues to evolve - SEN, SENx,  
Secure Document Delivery

Not a fax centric architecture

Reduces global footprint High global footprint

ERIS & Lane
Combining Forces For Superior 
Information Exchange

425 Soledad Street Suite 500, 
San Antonio, TX 78205 

Tel: +1 973 526-2979 
Fax: +1 973 526-2988 

info@lanetelecom.com 
https://laneds.com/

Providing Industry-Leading Solutions for Smarter Data Communications
ERIS supports a wide range of applications while acting as a complete replacement for your EIM (Enterprise Information Management).

ERIS is an all-encompassing faxing solution that supports the processing of job files and gives businesses the ability to process 
outbound jobs from file systems to be secure and efficient. Once the job is completed, the scheduler provides the job status of all 
outbound transactions. ERIS is an integrated solution designed to function quickly and reliably from one computing  
environment to another.

See How the Competition Holds Up Against ERIS’s Immense Capabilities

Unlock the Advantages of a Complete Enterprise-Wide Solution
Completely scalable

Available as a standalone system or as a docker 
containerized application

Inbound routing and processing that  
support email/SMTP
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Replacement for your entire EIM

Ensures data integrity through etherFAX’s secure 
network exchange

Supports Epic, RightFax, GFI/FaxMaker, Lexmark, Fujitsu 
Scanners, and  more.
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